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Implement LYSFE in your school today!

by Ann Smith

As we enter our 8th year at GSC we have been
reflecting on how grateful we are to the
community that supports us. We cherish the
caring relationships and collaborations with
like minds who work to support children from
all communities throughout our diverse state.

Private School Admissions and
Collaborations
Testing season for private school
applications for the fall of 2018 is coming to a
close. Thank you for trusting us with your
children, your students, and your families.
Every family has been a blessing to us and
our worlds are richer because of our time
together these past months. Thank you
especially to a few of our closest school
partners this season; Nueva, Harker,
Synapse, and Brandeis. Together we help
children thrive to reach their full potentials.

Community Partnerships
Along with testing, we enjoyed an abundant
fall partnering with the Nueva School for two
parent evenings, as well as working once
again with their exceptional team that
facilitates the Innovative Learning
Conference bringing thought leaders from

across the nation to the peninsula for two
days of collaboration and learning.
On February 21 we will be partnering with Six
Seconds, The Emotional Intelligence
Network, Draper University, and Take on
Talents for a benefit to further GSC’s work in
the community with gifted expert Tijl
Koenderink.
We are excited to be partnering with The
Society of Young Inklings for “Launch Your
Novel,” a creative writing workshop for youth
ages 10-14 which will be held at GSC on
February 24. And, we are honored to
continue our work in 2018 with The Institute
for Educational Advancement advocating for
a policy solution supporting gifted learners.
It is partnerships like these that keep support
for gifted education services strong.

Gifted Education Services and
Partnerships
Over the next few months we will be working
with new schools in Sacramento and
Southern California implementing Leave
Your Sleep for Education, facilitating a
parent education evening at Pasadena
Unified School District, and hosting a screen-

Click Below to Watch the Video:
https://vimeo.com/209865096

ing of Rise, a documentary film about highly
gifted children.
Additional services will be implemented at GSC,
including WIAT achievement testing and I-Excel
Above Level Testing to help navigate appropriate
domain specific academic interventions and
placements for students. We will continue
introducing the Iowa Acceleration Scale as a tool
to help inform decisions about the 20 forms of
academic acceleration. We are grateful for the
collaboration with experts at the Belin-Blank
Center for Gifted Education and Talent
Development as we grow these services in the
Bay Area. Leave Your Sleep for Education
continues to grow, and we are honored to partner
with USC’s Rossier School of Education as they
incorporate LYSFE lessons in their online MAT
program for teachers.
Thank you for helping us grow and for supporting
our efforts as we work to meet the needs of gifted
children and families. We are grateful to share in
your educational journeys!
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February 21st – GSC’s 8th Anniversary Benefit
February 24th – Launch Your Novel Workshop

GSC’s 8TH ANNIVERSARY BENEFIT
Please join us for an evening featuring Tijl Koenderink
Click Here to View the Flyer: HTTP://BIT.LY/GSC-BENEFIT
Testing gifted as a child, Tijl started an IT company after high school focusing on complex
data analysis. He quickly realized his passion is gifted and talented students. A gifted
specialist, entrepreneur, and author of the books ‘The 7 Challenges’ and ‘Is it a grade?’
and forthcoming ‘Bright Minds for a Bright Future.’ Tijl is founder of Novilo, Feniks Talent,
Levanimo, and Take on Talents and an active board member at the School of
Understanding. Novilo is the largest gifted themed training company in the Netherlands
which trains 5,000 teachers per year about the importance of developing talents and
mindset of their students, rather than focusing on passing standardized tests.

WHEN: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2018 6:00 PM
WHERE: HERO CITY AT DRAPER UNIVERSITY
55 EAST 3RD AVENUE, SAN MATEO, CA 94401
ONLINE REGISTERATION: HTTP://BIT.LY/GSC8THANNIV

LAUNCH YOUR NOVEL WORKSHOP
Launch Your Novel is a creative writing workshop for youth ages 10-14
Click Here to View Flyer: HTTP://BIT.LY/LAUNCH-YOUR-NOVEL-W
In the Launch Your Novel Workshop, you’ll work with author, Naomi Kinsman, to create a
blueprint for your next novel in one creativity-packed day. Through improvisational games
and other hands-on activities, writers will explore ideas and then develop a cast of
characters, a detailed setting, and a flexible plot. During the day, we will explore various
storytelling technique, including the use of images and/or verse, to find the story each
young writer wishes to tell. Each writer will come away with a few introductory chapters,
and a solid plan for the drafting process.

AGE: 10 – 14 YEARS OLD

DATE: SAT. 2/24/2018

FEE: $350 (INC. WORKBOOK)

MIN/MAX: 6-12 STUDENTS

TIME: 10AM-4PM
WHERE: GSC

ONLINE REGISTRATION :
HTTPS://WWW.YOUNGINKLINGS.ORG/LAUNCH-NOVEL-WORKSHOP-2-24-18/
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BLANK HONORS CENTER

I-Excel testing available for 4th6th graders
Through a collaboration with the University
of Iowa’s Belin-Blank Center, we are pleased
to offer testing for high-ability 4th-6th
graders at Gifted Support Center. If your
child has scored at the 95th percentile or
higher on any section of a nationally
standardized test (such as the Iowa
Assessments, Terra Nova, or Stanford
Achievement Tests) or the California
Assessment of Student Performance and
Progress (CAASPP) / Measurement of
Academic Performance and Progress
(MAPP), and is a current 4th, 5th, or 6th
grader, he or she qualifies to take I-Excel, an
online assessment developed by the BelinBlank Center.

Blank Center has been identifying the
academic talents of bright 4th – 6th grade
students for over 20 years. I-Excel is a
multiple-choice test including Mathematics,
Science, English, and Reading. The test is
taken on a computer, and each section takes
30 minutes to complete. Total testing time is
2 ½ hours (including breaks).
Some parents are interested in learning if
their student would benefit from
acceleration (subject matter acceleration or
grade skipping). I-Excel provides the
information needed for the “aptitude”
section of the Iowa Acceleration Scale, in the
case of a grade skipping decision, and
provides important information about a
student’s aptitude in math, science, English,
and reading, which are useful in subject
acceleration decisions.

Why Test?

What Do the Results Tell Us?

When children score at the 95th percentile or
higher on a standardized test, it tells us that
they understand all or nearly all of the
material on the test, but it doesn’t tell the
extent of their knowledge or what they are
ready to learn next. An above-level test (or a
test intended for older students) is a good
way to give students more space to show
what they know. Above-level test results can
be used to help make decisions about
educational placement, such as more
challenging classes in a particular subject.

Families of students who take I-Excel
automatically receive a comprehensive
interpretation of their test results through
IDEAL Solutions® for STEM Acceleration.
This interpretation is an excellent starting
point for talking to your child’s school about
what kinds of curricular interventions might
be appropriate.

What Test Can Students Take?
I-Excel licenses content developed by the
testing company, ACT, which was designed
to measure the academic progress of junior
high students. From that content, the Belin-

Registration Information
Registration is completed online. Testing
cost is $85.00, payable by credit card online.
Upcoming test date:
Sunday, March 18, 2018 10:00 am – 2:00 pm
Register here:
https://i-excel.org/register/?T=1258

Belin-Blank Advisory Board Meeting November 2017, Tom Belin
(L), Ann (M), Paul Thompson (R).

Belin-Blank Center, The University of Iowa
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56th Annual Conference
MARCH 2-4th 2018
Sandra Kaplan and Jessica Manzone,
Pre-Con, and Pathway to Aha!
Anabel Jensen, Coaching the Gifted Teacher,
and Storytelling on Steroids
Ann Shoplik, Academic Acceleration –
decisions about grade skipping, and Above Level
Testing – the key to decisions about subject acceleration
Natalie Einhorn – Integrating Performing Arts and STEAM

Online Registration:
https://www.regonline.com/registration/checkin.aspx?MethodId=0&EventSessionId=971202bb6e514705a1f8fb3f5dff3243&EventId=2034721

Innovative Learning Conference at the
Nueva School, October 2017 in
Hillsborough and San Mateo, California

Innovative Learning Conference at the
Nueva School, October 2017 in
Hillsborough and San Mateo, California

Innovative Learning Conference at the
Nueva School, October 2017 in
Hillsborough and San Mateo, California

Family Day at 49ers Museum, October
2017 in Santa Clara, California

Institute for Educational Advancement
Policy Meeting, September 2017 in
Pasadena, California

NAGC Conference, November 2017 in
Charlotte, North Carolina

